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Abstract

A new jigger system has been designed by SRI to boost circulation and heat transfer rates in vacuum pans. The jigger system injects and distributes numerous small bubbles of steam/incondensible gases at controllable rates into the base of the pan. Circulation is improved through a combination of the rising bubbles and the increased heat transfer that results from the increased velocity of massecuite through the tubes. The jigger system offers benefits to the pan’s performance throughout the entire pan cycle.

Trials were undertaken during the 2004 and 2005 seasons on batch and continuous pans in Australia to determine the performance during operation with and without the jigger system. The performance was assessed by taking circulation measurements using anemometer probes, measuring heat transfer from the calandria section of the pan, monitoring the calandria pressure and steam flow rate during operation and monitoring the production rate of massecuite.

The installation of the jigger system shows substantial performance improvements including:
- Reduced calandria pressure;
- Improved heat transfer coefficients;
- Increased circulation velocities;
- Shorter batch pan cycle times; and
- Production of massecuites at higher brix.

Additional advantages of the jigger system include:
- Relatively cheap and low maintenance;
- Reduced need for balance water and the use of surfactants; and
- The pipework system does not block with massecuite so non-return valves are not required.

The jigger system can be retrofitted to existing batch and continuous pans of any design.
Introduction

Strong circulation movement of the massecuite in vacuum pans is required to provide adequate mixing of the contents in the pan and create uniform conditions for crystallisation. As well, a strong circulation flow enhances the heat transfer from the condensing steam in the calandria to the massecuite.

Circulation occurs due to the buoyancy forces provided by the vapour bubbles released from the massecuite inside, and above, the tubes. The movement of the massecuite resulting from ebullition is known as natural circulation and is illustrated in figure 1. A strong circulation flow allows the pan to be controlled at a higher (but safe) supersaturation level and provides benefits in productivity, product sugar quality, and efficiency.

![Diagram of circulation patterns in a batch vacuum pan](image)

**Fig 1 -** Circulation patterns in a batch vacuum pan

For cane sugar factories that wish to reduce the process steam consumption, e.g. for increased co-generation, supply of steam or bagasse to other users, low pressure vapour from the juice evaporator station will likely be used for boiling the vacuum pans, instead of using process steam.

The use of low pressure vapour on the pans reduces the maximum temperature differential for heat transfer (between the vapour and the boiling massecuite in the pans) and this will impact negatively on the maximum heat transfer rate and circulation movement that may be achieved by natural circulation. Depending on the design of the pan and the production duty, the smaller temperature differential may detract from the productivity (increasing the time to complete the crystallisation cycles), the yield of sugar crystals and the quality of the crystals produced.
Jigger system

Modifications can be made to the ancillary equipment and operations of pans (Miller, 2001) to enhance the circulation movement and heat transfer in order to negate the effects of operating with a reduced temperature differential. The use of jigger steam is one option.

This project examined and developed a cost-effective method using jiggers to allow vacuum pans to operate more successfully on low pressure vapours. The incondensible gases from the calandria space are injected into the base of the pan through a finely distributed system to boost the circulation movement. While jigger systems using incondensible gases have been used in the sugar industry with varying levels of success (Stobie, 1998; Vermeulen and Pillay, 2000; Moor, 2002), the novelty of the SRI design is in the multitude and fine size of the perforations (or release holes) in the jigger system. The perforations govern the size of the vapour or gas bubbles released in the vacuum pan. The very small size of the holes has been shown to prevent back flow of material into the system.

The jigger system, for batch pans comprises a multiple-sided jigger ring installed and fixed to the bottom of the pan. The tubes are stainless steel and have numerous laser cut holes facing upwards. A one metre length of laser cut jigger tube has approximately 100,000 holes of ~0.2 mm diameter. The jigger tubes are cut and welded to make the multi-sided ring.

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the jigger system for a typical batch fixed calandria pan. Incondensible gases that are removed from the calandria space and normally vented to the headspace of the pan are directed to the jigger system in the base of the pan. Some vapour will be drawn from the calandria with the incondensible gases but this quantity is very small relative to the total steam supply to the calandria. An attractive feature of the system is that the incondensible gases are a waste stream and the benefit to circulation is basically achieved without sourcing an additional energy supply, e.g. extra steam or mechanical stirrer.

The important aspects of the jigger design are to ensure (i) the injected gas/vapour is uniformly distributed around the circumference at the base of the pan, (ii) the released bubbles are numerous and small in diameter to provide maximum benefit to the increase in buoyancy, and (iii) the system is not prone to blocking with massecuite when the head space is vented to atmosphere and the full head of massecuite in the pan is exerted on the holes in the jigger system.

Figure 2 shows the simple control system required for operation of the jigger system for a typical batch pan installation. The jigger system can be controlled by a manual globe/gate valve to provide a pressure differential of 10 to 20 kPa (between the noxious gas inlet and the pressure within the massecuite at the base of the pan) during operation. This should provide an adequate flow of noxious gas/vapour. Simple manual setting is adequate as once set, no adjustment is needed.
Methodology

The research was undertaken in several phases as described below:

(a) Laboratory tests were undertaken with perforated sheets to determine the preferred hole size and differential pressure.
(b) The performance of a number of batch and continuous pans were assessed while operating under current process steam and simulated low pressure vapour conditions.
(c) The SRI jigger system was retrofitted into the batch and continuous pans and the performance of the modified pans evaluated with the jigger system in operation.
(d) Based on the results, refinements were incorporated into the jigger system design.

Factory trials

Trials were carried out during the 2003, 2004 and 2005 seasons at a number of Australian mills on batch and continuous pans. These trials were conducted both with and without the jigger system installed and operating. Heat transfer data and circulation measurements were collected during these trials. ‘Hot film’ anemometers were used to provide quantitative and qualitative information on circulation velocities within the vacuum pan at a number of locations (Rackemann and Stephens, 2002). Other pan operating parameters such as the pan level, steam flow rate, operating pressure in the head space (vacuum), calandria pressure, massecuite conductivity, feed control valve position and balance water control valve position were logged during the factory trials. Measurements
were obtained for multiple pan cycles and the average pan cycle times and production rates were recorded for the trials.

**Batch pan results**

**Circulation**

Circulation velocities vary with changes in the operating conditions in the pan. Figure 3 shows an example for a 200 t batch A massecuite pan where circulation velocities were measured for two pan cycles. One cycle (run A) was operated with the jigger system turned off. For both cycles the anemometer probe was positioned underneath and approximately midway across the width of the calandria and 250 mm from the pan floor.

Figure 3 shows that during the majority of the pan cycle the jigger improved the circulation rates. However at the end of the pan cycle (>180 t) the trend is reversed. The lower circulation velocities with the jigger system in operation are attributed to the heavier massecuite boiled during the heavy up phase with the use of the jigger system. This is evident from the higher resistance (measured by a massecuite conductivity probe) shown in Figure 3 for this run. The example illustrates the need for care in comparing pan cycles to determine the improvements in performance obtained with operating the jigger system.

![Figure 3 - Measured circulation velocities and resistance values against operating pan level for a 200 t pan showing the effects of the jigger system](image_url)

While the results among the different tests are confounded by changes in operating conditions and massecuite properties, circulation velocities are generally increased through the use of the jigger system. The largest benefits were measured in the outer region of the pan underneath the calandria and near the end of the pan cycle. The factory data shows that the jigger system provides a greater increase in motive power in the pan towards the end of the
pan cycle, in much the same way as stirrers provide maximum benefit during the heavy up phase. The jigger system improved the circulation velocities in the batch pans by up to 15-20%.

As well, for comparing data with the jigger on or off, there is a possibility that the jigger pipes themselves (with steam off) may restrict the flow path sufficiently to slow the circulation velocity especially when the level in the pan is low. In some pan installations the jigger was installed as a half pipe that was attached to the base of the pan, so this influence was minimised.

Heat transfer

Heat transfer rates are calculated from the steam rate condensed in the calandria. The overall apparent heat transfer coefficient is defined (Austmeyer, 1986) as,

\[
U = \frac{Q}{A \Delta T_{eff}}
\]

Where \( U \) is the overall heat transfer coefficient, W/m\(^2\)/K; \( Q \) is the heat flux, W; \( A \) is the area available for heat transfer, m\(^2\); and \( \Delta T_{eff} \) is the effective temperature difference, K.

The effective temperature difference is defined as the difference in temperature between the condensing steam in the calandria and the boiling temperature of the massecuite in the pan. The boiling temperature is estimated from the saturated vapour temperature at the operating pressure in the head space plus the boiling point elevation calculated for the average massecuite conditions in the pan using the method described by Batterham and Norgate (1975).

Figure 4 shows the calculated heat transfer coefficients for a 200 t batch A massecuite pan for several pan cycles where the steam rate applied to the pan was initially set at 25 t/h. There is a consistent gradual decrease in the heat transfer coefficient throughout the pan cycles as the operating level (massecuite quantity) increases. This decrease reflects the reduction in heat transfer, which can be directly linked to reduced circulation that occurs as the boiling level above the calandria increases and the viscosity of the circulating material increases.

A very large decrease in the heat transfer coefficient occurs during the heavy up period, and this is common in all batch vacuum pans. During the heavy up period the feed to the pan is shut off and the crystal content is increased as much as possible to maximize the crystal yield. During this period (which is at pan full for a batch pan) the viscosity of the massecuite increases and is at its maximum at pan drop. The results in Figure 4 show the heat transfer coefficient was significantly improved with the jigger system in operation, especially towards the end of the pan cycle.
Fig 4 - Comparison of heat transfer coefficient against operating quantity in the pan for factory trials on a 200 t A massecuite pan with similar steam rates showing the effect of the jigger system

Based on the results of several tests on the 200 t A massecuite pan it was found that the jigger system generally improved the heat transfer coefficient by 5% at the start of the pan cycle and up to 30% during the heavy up period. The magnitude of improvement produced by the jigger system will depend on how well the batch pan normally performs. It is expected that poorly designed and larger pans will benefit most from the operation of the jigger system.

Other performance criteria

In the operation of a batch pan, when the calandria pressure reaches the pressure of the steam supply, the steam flow will start to reduce as the boiling becomes limited by the heat transfer from the steam to the massecuite in the calandria. This reduction in heat transfer can be caused by changes in the properties of the massecuite (i.e. increase in crystal content and viscosity), depression of ebullition due to the high level of massecuite above the calandria and by fouling of the calandria tubes. In all cases slower circulation rates would be present in natural circulation pans.

Figure 5 shows the steam rate and measured calandria pressure for selected monitored pan cycles (in the same 200 t pan) where the set point for the steam rate to the pan was similar. In Figure 5, the effect of the increased circulation created by the jigger system reduces the calandria pressure by 15 to 30 kPa throughout the majority of the pan cycle. The reduction in calandria pressure allows the steam rate to be maintained at the set point value for longer before the decline at the end of the pan cycle. The ability of the pan to maintain higher steam rates with the jigger system in operation also leads to a small reduction in pan cycle times of around 2 - 4%.
Fig 5 - Comparison of calandria pressure and steam rate against operating pan level for selected factory trials on a 200 t pan with similar steam rates showing the effect of the jigger system

Jigger systems were installed in other batch pans and allowed one mill to replace their existing high pressure steam jiggers without any reduction in performance. As well the pan no longer used a magma pan aid (surfactant) during the boiling of magma charges. The jigger system also eliminated the previous problems of the high pressure jigger pipes blocking with molasses and massecuite due to backflow when the jigger steam was not applied.

Continuous pan results

Jigger pipes were also installed in continuous pans producing both A and C massecuites. The installation of a jigger pipe section into a continuous C massecuite pan is shown in Figure 6.
While anemometer probes were not always used to measure and quantify the circulation, visual observation of the boiling surface showed that the jigger system provided a noticeable improvement in circulation within the pan. The jigger system also enabled the dry substance of the product C massecuite to be consistently held 0.4 to 0.5 units higher than when the high pressure steam jiggers were being used, allowing greater exhaustion to be achieved. As well, the calandria pressure of the final calandria module of the continuous pan reduced by 3 to 8 kPa relative to no jiggers being used. The calandria pressure in continuous pans builds up over time to the steam supply pressure when the steam rate then declines. With the operation of the jigger system the rate of increase of the calandria pressure was slightly reduced, thus slightly increasing the operating time between cleans.

**Conclusions**

The jigger system designed by SRI consists of a pipe system with fine perforations (size ~0.2 mm diameter) to distribute a multitude of very fine gas bubbles into the base of vacuum pans to assist circulation. The drag provided by the rising (and expanding) gas bubbles as they pass through the massecuite generates an increase in circulation velocity of the massecuite and also helps to increase the heat transfer. As a consequence the calandria pressure is reduced for a given rate of steam.

Performance evaluation trials were conducted on batch and continuous pans. All installations demonstrated the benefits of increased circulation velocity, increased heat transfer coefficient and reduced calandria pressure. The results indicated that the jigger system will allow pans to maintain higher evaporation (vapour) rates for given operating conditions compared to operation of the pans without the jigger system. Increased productivity was demonstrated through slightly shorter batch cycle times and increased crystal yield.
The new SRI jigger system is suitable to be retrofitted to any batch or continuous pan. Mill tradesmen can cut and weld the supplied tubes to suit the particular pan. Thus the installation is relatively cheap. The most favoured applications are for:

1. pans that demonstrate poor circulation;
2. key pans on the pan stage where an increase in production rate will increase the productivity of the whole pan stage; and
3. pans that are required to process massecuites at greater than their design rate.

An attractive feature of the new SRI jigger system is that the holes are sufficiently small to almost totally eliminate the flow back of molasses (or massecuite) into the pipe work. This eliminates the need for non-return valves and problems with blockage of pipe work and valving.
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